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At the time I wrote this article, The NATO Chess 2017 was already finished a couple of months and it 

was already time to think about the next NATO Chess Championship. The 28th NATO Chess 

Championship at Budapest was different from most of the Championships. First, it was held in Spring, 

not in the Summer, where the participants were usually housed in empty barracks. One of the 

reasons of organizing the championship in Spring was that it was held before the busy Budapest 

tourist season, where hotel prices are affordable. The players could stay in a hotel and the 

Championship was held in a wonderful Defence location, the Palace, where players could be 

motivated to execute their best decision making processes behind the Chess board. 

 

Here are 15 exercises of some interesting positions of the tournament. 

 

Position 1. 

 

Position after 38.Nc2-b4. Black to move. Choose et ee  A  …Be  a d B  …R + 

 

 



Position 2. 

 

Position after 41.Kc4xb4. Black to move. 

 

Position 3. 

 

Position afte  …R -d7.0-0. White to move. Choose between A)38.axb5 and B) 38.a5. 

 

 

 

 



 

Position 4. 

 

Position after 18...Qe7xf6. White to move. Choose between A) 19.Qxc7 and B) other move 

 

Position 5. 

 

Position after 16...Qd8-b6. White to move. 

 

 

 



 

 

Position 6. 

 

Position after 14.Nc3-d5. Black to move. 

 

Position 7. 

 

Position after 15...Bf5. Choose between A)16.Ng3, B) 16.f3 and C) 16.Bb6 

 



Position 8. 

 

Position after 10.Nb1-d2. Black to move. Choose between 10...g5 and 10...h5. 

 

Position 9. 

 

Position after 14...Bf8-d6. White to move. 

 



Position 10. 

 

Position after 6....Bf8-e7. White to move. Choose between 7.Nf3 and 7.Qb3. 

 

Position 11. 

 

Position after 15.Rh1-e1. Bla k to o e. Choose et ee  A  …Q , B  …R  a d C  … -0-0. 

 



Position 12. 

 

Position after 20.Nc3-b5. Black to move. 

 

Position 13. 

 

Position after 16.Bf1-d3. Black to move. 

 



Position 14. 

 

Position after 12.Nf3xd4. Black to move. Choose between 12...Ne5 and 12...Nxe4 

 

Position 15. 

 

Position after 14.Bd3-c2. Black to move. 

 

Solutions  

 

Position 1 is the game Kruit - Drabke (1.1). 

Black has two bishops and a pawn against a rook and a knight. More important is that all of blacks 

pieces are active while all of whites pieces are on passive squares. Note that white cannot improve 



the position of his pieces. The question is whether black can further improve the position of the 

pieces. This ea s that …Be  is a a didate o e. The pawn at d4 cannot be defended, for 

example 39. Rd2 Rc4 40.Re2 Bxd4. After the capture, the black pieces are still dominating whites 

pieces. This ea s that …Be  is a good o e. 

I  the ga e …R +? as pla ed. Afte  .R  B  .Rf ! B a  hite a ti ated his last pie e 
with 41.Nd3! and the position is not clear because the white king enters the game to help stopping 

the passed pawns at the queen side. 

 

Position 2 is the game Pavlidis – Duren (1.2). 

In the game , black played …R g  to win back the pawn. However, this move does not follow the 

general guide lines of handling the end game because a) it gives white considerable time to advance 

the passed pawn at the a file and b) it allows the white king to centralize his position to reduce any 

kind of  counter play of black. After 42.a4 g5 43.hxg5 hxg5 44.a5 Ra2 45.a6 f5 46.a7 the game was 

over because black will lose a rook due to the threat Ra8-h8. 

Instead of winning back the pawn, black should try to find counter play by advancing his passed pawn 

at the d file. Before performing this task, the white king should be keep away from the d pawn by 

…R ! 

 

Now d6-d5-d4 is difficult to prevent, for example 42.a4 d5 43.Ka3 d4 44.Rb8 



 

The white rook now has room to stop the passed pawn. Black has finally time to restore the material 

difference. …R g  .R  Rd ! with adequate counter play. 

 

Position 3 is the game Helbig – Hernandez (1.4). 

In this end game with opposite coloured bishops, both sides can improve their position by creating a 

passed pawn. For white the question is which pair of passed pawns is strongest, 1) the a and c passed 

pawns, or 2) the b and c passed pawns. To get the initiative, we have to put a passed pawn as close 

as possible near the promotion square. Looking at the position, white has a big chance to put a 

passed pawn at a7. To reach square a8, it will be difficult, but the achievement of putting a pawn at 

a7 is that minimal one of blacks pieces is tied to the defence of the promotion square. Whether that 

is adequate of winning the game, is a second question, but not important for the moment. This calls 

for 

38.a5! 

Now Black has to play careful. After 

…d + .e d  



 

 

Only  

…Rxd4! 

Gives black chances to maintain the balance, because 39..exd4+? 40.Kd3 Kd5 41.Re1 enables the 

white rook to enter the black position. 

40.a6 Rc4+ 41.Kd2 Rd4+ 42.Ke1 

 

It looks like the white king can escape the checks by going to squares f1-g1-h2, for example …h5 

43.gxh5 gxh5 44.a7 Re4+ 45.Kf1 Rc4 46.Kg1 Kd5 47.Kh2 Black has a difficult task to defend. 

 



In the game, 38.axb5 was played. After 38...Bxb5 the passed pawns b4 and c5 are stopped, white 

could not make any progress and the game soon ended in a draw. 

 

Position 4 is the game Pedersen – Bublys (1.6). 

White has more space. Whites only weakness is the pawn at d4, which could be attacked 3 times if 

black has time to put a rook at d8. For the moment, blacks pawn at c7 is under attack. In the game 

white traded the pawn at c7 in exchange for the pawn at d4 and did not achieve anything in the 

position: 

19.Qxc7 Re7 20.Qg3 Rd8 

White won a pawn, but the attack cost time and sooner or later black will win back the pawn at d4. 

The game continued with 

21.Be4 Nxd4 22.Nxd4 Rxd4 23.Rxd4 Qxd4 24.Bxb7 Rxb7 25.b3 

The position is equal and the game ended in a draw. 

Does white have more options than 19.Qxc7? To answer this question, we have to remark that black 

has slight problems to defend pawn c7 in case white has plans to defend pawn d4. With 

19.Be4! 

 

white creates 2 threats, 1) Qxc7 and 2) Ne5.  

It now turns out that that the black queen is the only piece to defend pawn c7 as a rook defence is 

not possible: 

 …R ?! .Ne  with the double threats Nxc6 and Nxd7 

 …Re ?! .Ne  Nd  .Ng  Qg  .h  Qh  .d  



After  

…Qe  

The pressure at pawn d4 has been relieved and it turns out that the black queen is vulnerable with 

threat d4-d5, for example 

20.b3 

So far, all of the white pieces are at their best squares and now its turn is to look at the pawns. With 

b2-b3 white reduces the vulnerability of pawns b2 and c4. 

…Nd  .B  N  .d  

White has solved the weakness of pawn d4 and creates a weakness in black pawn structure: 

…Qd  .d e  Q g  .h g  R e  .R e  f e  .N d . 

 

Position 5 is the game Wagenaar – Wantiez (1.7). 

Black has one pawn less, but has more than adequate compensation  because of his active pieces. 

Pawn b2 and Nd4 are being attacked. The question is whether white can defend both threats, with at 

the same time thinking about the safety of his king. A safe candidate move, also the move that was 

played in the game, seems to be  

17.Bc3 

Defending  pawn b2 and Nd4. This move however, leaves the rook at c1 undefended. With 

…Rf ! 

Black creates a hidden threat. The game continued as follows. 

18.Ba6? Bf8! 19.b4 Rxc3! 0-1 

The conclusion as that ith …Rf , la k eates a  additio al th eat ith Bg -f8. Instead of 

18.Ba6, white could continue to develop his pieces with 

18.Be2 Nc5 19.0-0. 

After 

…Ne  



 

Black threatens to exchange at c3, delivering white a weak pawn. Black has good play for a pawn less.  

There is another candidate move to relieve the pressure at b2 and d4. 

17.Nxe6!? 

Compared with the move 17.Bc3, 17.Nxe6 requires some calculation: 

 …B ? .N f  B a  .N d  Q  .N  B  .B  with material advantage. 

 …Q e ! .  Qe  19.f3 

In this line, white has succeeded to relieve the black pressure at the queen side, but his king 

is still stuck in the centre. 

 

Position 6 is the game Binder – De Cat (1.8). 

White has a front post for one of his knights at d5 and the black queen is being attacked. A safe 

square for the black queen is square f7. 

After 

…Qf  

the black queen performs an active duty: defending square c7 and putting pressure at pawn c4. It is 

i po ta t ot to e ha ge at d  e ause it dete io ates la ks positio : afte  …B d ? . d  Nd  
o  …Nd  .N d  e d  .R d  Qe  .Be  a d hite has got a health  pa  up  .d  la k has 

lost coordination between his pieces. 

 

Position 7 is the game Slaidins – Rosenkilde (1.9). 



Black has the bishop pair. Therefore, white should keep the position closed. Blacks threat is b7-b5. 

White could temporary disturb blacks plan with 

16.Bb6! (option C). 

It will take black some time for black to attack this bishop while keeping the bishop pair. In the 

meantime, white could improve his position the position of the knight at d2. Both side have equal 

chances, for example: 

 …Ra  .f  (To enforce a strong square e4) …N  .N  Nd  .Nd  N  20.Nxf5 

 …Rf  .f  N  .N  Nd  .Nd  N  .N f  

 

Other candidate moves will give black activity: 

 16.Ng3 (Option A. This move loses time. The knight is not active at this part of the board) 

…Be  .Re  f  .B  (Same plan as option C, but black has considerably improved his 

position) …Bd ! With the pawn chain e5-f6, trading off this bishop only favors black. The 

other bishop at e6 remains stronger than a knight). Black has a better game because it 

controls the centre better than white. 

 16.f3 (Option B. This is a better move than 16.Ng3, but it does not prevent b7-b5) …b5 

17.Nb3 f6 18.Bd6 Rfc8 19.Bxe7 Nxe7 White has managed to exchange some of the 

defenders of the d file and the resulting position is somewhat equal., but compared with 

16.Bb6, black got some counter play. 

 

Position 8 is the game Noviks – Michos (1.13). 

As a result with opposite castling, white chances are at the queen side and black chances are at the 

king side. This condition generally holds if the centre is closed. Because the position in the centre is 

not closed, both sides can try to prevent a flank attack by controlling the centre. If we look at blacks 

chances, he could expand at the king side with g7-h5 or h7-h5. Both moves have advantages and 

disadvantages. 

 Ad a tage …h : It puts a pawn not at the same colour of the black bishop. 

 Disad a tage …h : White could prevent the king side expansion for a while with 11.h4!? 

 Ad a tage …g : It prevents h2-h4. 

 Disad a tage …g : It allows 11.Qh5!?, preventing the king side expansion for a while. 

 

Be ause it osts a uee  to p e e t a ki g side e pa sio , …g  dese es o e atte tio  tha  
…h5. Here are some lines, for example, how play will continue. 

 

…h  .h !? 



Preventing g7-g5. Black cannot push the king side pawn for a while. 

…K  

Keeping the queens at the board. 

12.Nc4 Nh6 13.Rab1 Nf7 14.b4 Nd6 15.Nxd6 Bxd6 16.a4 

In this position, white has better chances. 

 

…g !? 

Now white should stop h7-h5. It will cost him a queen to stop the expansion. 

11.Qh5 

 

To enable h7-h5, blacks plan is to put a knight at g7. It will cost black a lot of time, but on the other 

hand, the expansion of white at the queen side is less dangerous because the white queen is 

temporary out of play, for example: 

…Bd  .Ra  Ne  .  Ng  .g  Nf  .N  Ne  .a  Be  



 

Planning Kc8-b8, h7-h6, Rd8-g8 and Ng7. 

Co pa ed ith …h , …g  gi es la k o e ha es to attack. 

I  the ga e, …g  .N  as pla ed. 

 

Position 9 is the same game Noviks – Michos (1.13). 

A thumb rule is that an attack at the wing can be defended by a strike in the centre. With 

15 d4! 

White could defend himself against blacks king side attack. By opening the position white also 

increases the activity of his pieces, for example 

… d  . d  e d  .R d  

With a better position for white because his active pieces. 

 

Position 10 is the game Allmann – Watters (1.15). 

10.Qb3  

was played in the game. This move has a double threat of attacking b7 and d5. I has although some 

drawbacks: it leaves d4 undefended and it does not develop the king side. As a result, black could 

reply with. 

…P ! 



Developing a piece, attacking d4 and .threatening Nb4-c2+. This move complicates the position and it 

is a signal that 10.Qb3 was not a good solution. Now only an active continuation will save white from 

disaster: 

 8.e3? Nb4 with a won position. Black has many threats at square c2. 

 .N d  N d  o  …N d  .Qa +  10.Qxd4 Nxd5 with a better position for black) 9.Bxd5 Nxd4 

10.Qa4+ c6 11.Qxd4 Qxd5 12.Qxd5 cxd5 13.Nf3 with a better position for black, but here white 

can defend this position because black has less attacking potential. 

 8.Bf4!? (preparing a quick development with 0-0-0) Now black has two options. 

o …N d  .Qa + N  . -0-0 with a  complicated position where whites king is 

somewhat vulnerable. 

o …Na  .Qd  esulti g i  a positio  hi h o l  sho s that Qd -b3 was only loss of time. 

 

The analysis shows that 10.Qb3 allows black active play, which means that a developing move as 

10.Nf3 is a better move. 

 

Position 11 is the game Cappon – Sycz (1.17). 

Black has a task to find a safe residence for his king. At the moment, there are 2 choices, in the 

centre or at the queen side. 

Putting the king at the queen side has advantages and disadvantages. 

 Advantage: The black rooks are connected. 

 Disadvantage: If the king is at the queen side, then the main task of the black pawns at the 

queen side is to protect the king. In general it will not take part of an eventual attack at the 

white king. 

 Disadvantage: At the queen side, the black king is vulnerable to attacks along the diagonals 

b8-h2 and a7-g1. 

 Disadvantage: At d8, the black rook is not at the ideal position. It belongs to c8, where it can 

take part of any counter play. 

 

Now we make a list of the advantages and disadvantages if the black king stays in the centre. 

 Advantage: The black rook at a8 can go to c8, where it will support an attack along the c- file. 

 Advantage: The black pawns at the queen side can go forward to support an attack at the 

queen side. 

 Disadvantage: The black rooks are not connected.  

 

Co pa i g the a didate o es, the e is a slight ad a tage fo  pla i g …R  that it offers more 

chances for counte  pla  tha  … -0-0. After the game continuation 



… -0-0 16.Bf4 

Black gets a position that it is easy to make mistakes: 

 …Qa   

The game continuation. The drawback of this move is that the queen loses control in the centre. 

 17.Qf2!  

This move high lights the weakness in black king position. Now black should be careful.  

 

 

 

… ?  

A move in which the queen temporary loses control in the centre. Bette  as …Nd  .N d  
Bxd5 19.a3 Bg5! Exchanging an important attacking piece. 20.Bxg5 hxg5 with counter play. 

 

 Now white should play 

18.Re5! 

with many threats. 

 

 …Q  

With threat Nf6-d5. 

17.Re5!? Nd5 18.Qe1 Bf6 19.Nxd5 Bxe5 20.Nb6+ Qxb6 21.Qxe5 Bc6 22.Bg3 

For the exchange, white has attacking abilities along the queen side, due to vulnerable position 

of the black king. 

 

The o lusio  of … -0-0 is that it is playable, but it does not create counter play for black. 

Furthermore, it offers white abilities to attack the black king at the queen side. 

 

Let us look at …R . 

 



…R  

With the ki g sta i g i  the e t e see s to e isk , ut …R  also gi es la k ou te  ha es, 
for example: 

16.Kb1 (At b1 the white king is vulnerable due to Nf6-d5-c3+) …Qc5! (attacking Bg5, and opening 

the diagonal e7-h4 for the bishop)  Black has adequate counter play. The position is unclear. Here are 

some examples of continuation. 

 17.Bxf6 (17.Be3? Nd5! and black takes over the initiative) …B f  .Qf  

This move creates a trap. 

 

 

 

No  …B  a d …Bg  a e ot possi le due to 19.Rxe6+!. The position after 18.Qf4 is 

unclear, but at first sight black has easier play due to the activity of his pieces. 

 

 17.f4!? b4!? o  …B g  .f  18.Na4 Qa5 19.b3 Bc6 20.Qh3 Bxa4 21.Bxf6 gxf6 22.bxa4 

with an unclear position. 

Last but not least, the e is the alte ati e …Q . This move is playable, but it also puts the black 

queen at a vulnerable position and it only postpone the problem of the black king. 

…Q  17.Le3!? 

No  la k a  o ti ue ith …Q  18.Bd4!? 

Now black still have to make a choice where to put the black king. 

 

Co lusio : all oves are pla a le, ut …R  offers la k ore atta ki g pote tial tha   
… -0-  a d …Q . 

 



Position 12 is the same game Cappon – Sycz (1.17). 

Whites threat is Qa7-c5+. The best way of defence is the multifunctional move  

…Rd !  

not only defending square c5, but also attacking Nb5. After  

21.c4 bxc3 e.p. 22.Nxc3 Qc5 23.Qxc5+ Rxc5  

whites attack has faded and the position is equal. 

Other alternatives does not stop whites attack: 

 …R  .Re !? Qb6 …Q a ? .R  a d hite i s  22.Nd6+ Rxd6 23.Rc5+ Kd8 24.Qb8+ 

Ke7 25.Rc7+ Nd7 26.Qxb7 Rb8 27.Qa7 Kd8 28.Qxb6 Rbxb6 29.Ra7 and white still has the 

initiative. 

 …R d ? .Q + K  .Qe + winning material. 

 

Position 13 is the game Bohn – Meiers (1.18). 

For a pawn, white has the bishop pair. Note that pawns f3 and h7 are vulnerable. 

Afte   …h  .Rh  Ne  .Be  .B + Kf  -0-0 19.Bf4 (or 19.Bxf3 Nxf3 20.Rxf3 Bf6 and whites 

atta k has ee  stopped  …Bf  .Bf + K  .Re  Rde  .R f  Re  and black has good chances 

to defend the position. 

Afte  … -0-0? 17.Bf5+ Kb8 18.Bf4+ Ka8 19.b5 white gets a dangerous attack. 

 

Position 14 is the game Rizihs – Kersic (1.19). 

Black should exchange some attacking pieces of white before white could strike. Afte  …N e  
13.Bxe7 Qxe7 14.Bxe4 Bxe4 15.Rxe4 Nc5 16.Re2 Rfd8 17.Rd2 Qf6 whites attack has been stopped 

and black has already taken over the initiative. 

Afte  …Ne ? .N f + B f  .B f  Q f  .B h + K h  .Qh + Kg  .Q e  Q e  .R e  Rfd  
black has come compensation for the pawn due to the activity of his pieces. 

 

Position 15 is the same game Rizihs – Kersic (1.19). 

For black it is important to restrict the activity of the bishop at c2. There is no time to capture the 

pa  at . Afte  …N ? .Qh5 f5 16.Nxf5! exf5 17.Qxf5 black is lost. 

In the game 

…f ! .Ng  Bf ! 



was played. After this move the black king side is adequately defended and black can consolidate the 

material advantage. Note that capturing the pawn at c4 was still not possible, but now for another 

reason that it results in perpetual check: …N ? .Ng f  .B f  as also possi le  …e f  
17.Nxf5 Bh4 18.Ne7+ Bxe7 19.Qg4+Bg5 20.Qf5 Kg7 21.Qxh7+ Kf6 22.Qf5+ Kg7 23.Qh7+. 

Afte  …Bf ! Pa   a  Nd  a e ul e a le a d la k a  i  o e of the :  

 16.b3 Ng4 17.Nge2 Qd6 18.g3 Rad8 

 16.Nh6 Ng6 
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